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Test-Time Training background:

Ø Test data features a drastic difference from the training 
data. (Directly testing on target data would give poor 
results)

Ø During test-time training, only source domain data is 
accessible due to storage overhead. (UDA methods don’t 
work)

Ø Test data arrives in a stream and inference must be taken 
instantly. (SFDA needs train for multiple epochs in entire 
target domain)

Figure 1. Target data with 15 kinds of corruptions.
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Confused definitions of Test-Time Training:

Ø TENT & BN: make predictions instantly during test time.

Ø TTT-R: train an additional self-supervised branch for test-time training and make predictions instantly
during test time.

Ø SHOT: train multiple epochs in target domain before making predictions.

Ø TTT++: train an additional self-supervised branch for test-time training and train multiple epochs in target 
domain before making predictions.

Different protocols cause unfair comparisons between Test-Time Training methods.
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OUR CONTRIBUTION: Categorize TTT 
by two key factors

Ø Whether making predictions instantly?

Ø One-pass adaptation (Denoted as “O” in tables of our paper)

Ø Multi-pass adaptation (Denoted as “M”)

Ø Whether modifying the training objective?

Ø Modification to source domain training loss (Denoted as “Y”)

Ø No modification to training objective (Denoted as “N”) For “Y” methods, we can remove the self-supervised branch 
to adapt them to “N” protocol again, such as TTT++.

A realistic TTT setting, namely sTTT, belongs to “N-O” but doesn’t 
restrict access to a light-weight information from the source domain. 
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Test-Time Anchored Clustering Pipeline:

Ø Anchored Clustering for Test-Time Training

Ø Clustering through Pseudo Labeling 

Ø Global Feature Alignment 
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Results:

Ø We categorize all TTT methods by two key 
factors, and make the fair comparisons 
between different TTT methods under the 
same TTT protocol.

Ø Our method TTAC consistently achieves the 
state-of-the-art performance under all 
categories of TTT protocols. 

Ø TTAC improves about 3% under sTTT, the 
most realistic and weakest assumption.
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Conclusion:
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Ø Confused definitions for TTT. We provide a categorization of TTT protocols by two key factors. Comparison 
of TTT methods is now fair within each protocol. 

Ø We advocate a realistic TTT setting, namely sTTT. To improve test-time feature learning, we propose TTAC 
by matching the statistics of the target clusters to the source ones. 

Ø The proposed method is complementary to existing TTT method and is demonstrated on six TTT datasets, 
achieving the state-of-the-art performance under all categories of TTT protocols. 

More information about this 
work can be obtained from here!


